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Language and style
Contributions are accepted in English and Norwegian, or exceptionally other languages. In case
of papers submitted in other languages than English, the title page, summary, table headings
and figure legends should also be submitted in English. Manuscripts should follow the
«Instructions to authors» as closely as possible.
Manuscripts
Organize the manuscript as left justified, with wide margins, double spaced and numbered
pages and lines to aid the referees. Manuscripts should have a title with author names,
institutions and postal addresses, a suggested running heading (50 characters or less) and an
abstract in English presenting main results and conclusions. Abstract should not exceed 300
words. Clearly state the name and e-mail address of the corresponding author.
Articles should be organized in sections labelled Introduction, Material and methods, Results,
Discussion and References. All acknowledgements should be collected under a single heading
at the end of the text. Reviews and monographs may be organized differently. Avoid
footnotes.
All measurements are to be given in SI units. Use s (second), min (minute) h/hrs (hour/hours),
yr/yrs (year/years), but do not abbreviate day, week or month. Sampling localities must be
followed by a position (latitude and longitude) or an UTM reference. Scientific names of
species should always be provided and written in full at first occurrence, including in tables
and figure legends, and at the beginning of sentences. Scientific names of genera and species
should be written in italics. Quotations less than 40 words should be run in to the main text

using quotation marks « ». Longer quotations should be set off from the main text in blocks
with italic style.
Figures and tables
Tables with their headings, legend to figures, numbered figures and illustrations should be
submitted as separate digital files labelled with their preferred number xx. However, their
preferred location in the text should be clearly marked by <INSERT TABLE/FIGURE xx HERE>.
Table and illustration legends should be comprehensive without reference to the text. Do not
use italic lettering. Write Table and Figure both in the running text and above/beneath tables
and figures, no abbreviations. All maps must contain a north arrow, scale and legend.
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